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Abstract—The nature of molecular transmitter imposes some
limitations on the molecule production process and its storage.
As the molecules act the role of the information carriers, the
limitations affect the transmission process and the system perfor-
mance considerably. In this paper, we focus on the transmitter’s
limitations, in particular, the limited molecule production rate and
the finite storage capacity. We consider a time-slotted communi-
cation where the transmitter opens its outlets and releases the
stored molecules for a specific time duration to send bit “1” and
remains silent to send bit “0”. By changing the release duration, we
propose an adaptive release duration modulation. The objective is
to find the optimal transmission release duration to minimize the
probability of error. We characterize the properties of the optimal
release duration and use it to derive upper and lower bounds on
the system performance. We see that the proposed modulation
scheme improves the performance.
Index Terms—Molecular transmitter, transmitter’s limitations,
production rate, storage capacity, release duration.
I. INTRODUCTION
MOLECULAR communication (MC) is a promising com-munication technique among machines in nano-scale
and has important applications in medicine, health-care and
environmental sciences, where the conditions of transfer such
as transmission range, nature of the medium, and possible trans-
mitted carriers are consistent with molecules [2]. MC has some
similarities and differences with the classical communication.
The main difference is that in MC, molecules are carriers
of information instead of electromagnetic or optical waves.
Another important difference of MC with classical communi-
cation, which we focus on in this paper, is the transmitter’s
limitations.
The most important transmitter’s limitation in MC is avail-
ability of molecules that must be released as information
carriers. We study this problem for a common on/off keying
(OOK) transmitter, where the transmitter releases a specific
concentration of molecules into the medium in order to send
bit “1” and remains silent in order to send bit “0”. However,
the amount of available molecules at the transmitter is subject
to some constraints due to the molecule production process.
In fact, the molecules are produced at the transmitter with a
limited-rate process, such as chemical reactions [3]. In addition,
This paper was presented in part in the 2018 Iran Workshop on Communi-
cation and Information Theory (IWCIT) [1].
the amount of molecules that can be stored in the transmitter is
limited and thus we face a finite storage capacity. The objective
in this paper is to study the effect of these limitations on the
performance of an MC system, considering the probability of
error at the receiver.
While molecular channels, receivers, and carriers are widely
studied in the literature [3], [4], molecular transmitter’s limi-
tations are relatively unexplored. An ideal transmitter is con-
sidered in most of the works, which is a point source that can
release any desired number of molecules in a very shot time
at the beginning of a time-slot (i.e., an impulse function) [5],
[6]. There are few works that study the transmitter’s challenges
in MC [7]–[13]. The amplitude constraint on the number
of transmitted molecules is studied in [7], [8]. In [9], the
transmitter releases molecules in shape of a square or Gaussian
pulse, where any number of molecules can be released during
the pulse time (removing the impulse function constraint). The
authors in [10] consider a point source transmitter with instan-
taneous molecule release but with random symbol interval. The
focus of [10] is on synchronization schemes.
A more realistic transmitter model is introduced in [12],
which is a point source with limited molecule production rate,
located at the center of a spherical cell with finite storage
capacity. There are many ion channels on its surface that
can be opened or closed by applying an electrical voltage or
a ligand concentration. The MC transmitter with these two
limitations is also studied in [13] from information theoretic
perspective and some bounds on its capacity are derived.
Although the transmitter’s limitations have been modeled in
some of the above works, no specific transmission scheme has
been proposed for these limitations.
In this paper, we focus on the transmitter’s limitations,
i.e., the limited production rate and finite storage capacity.
We consider diffusion-based mediums as an important class
of molecular transmissions where the molecules diffuse in
the medium to reach the receiver. Our goal is to design a
transmission scheme that has a good performance in terms of
probability of error, considering the limitations. Our contribu-
tion and results are provided in two cases of the absence and
the presence of inter-symbol interference (ISI):
1. No-ISI case:
• Transmitter design: we propose a coding scheme based on
changing release durations (i.e., molecule release duration).
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2This lets the transmitter to adapt the number of transmitted
molecules to satisfy the transmitter constraints.
• Optimal release durations: we use the optimal maximum
likelihood receiver, which has a threshold form with a fixed
threshold, to formulate the optimal release durations: as the
solution of an optimization problem which does not have a
closed form solution. However, we characterize its important
properties.
• Optimal decoder: we design the optimal decoder that mini-
mizes the probability of error. Thereby, we obtain an adaptive
threshold based receiver for the optimal release duration.
• Probability of error analysis: we compute the probability of
error. Using the properties of optimal release durations, we
obtain upper and lower bounds on the probability of error.
2. ISI case:
• Transmitter design: similar to no-ISI case, we propose a
coding scheme to adapt the number of transmitted molecules,
satisfying the transmitter’s constraints.
• Optimal release durations: we formulate an optimization
problem to find the optimal release durations for a fixed
threshold receiver and obtain two sub-optimal solutions for the
channel with one and two-symbol ISI.
• Optimal decoder: we design two sub-optimal decoders which
use the sub-optimal release durations to minimize the probabil-
ity of error for one and two-symbol ISI. Then, we derive the
optimal adaptive threshold based receiver for the sub-optimal
release duration.
Furthermore, we provide numerical results:
• Storage capacity: we show that increasing the molecule
storage capacity significantly improves the performance in
terms of probability of error.
• Receiver: it is shown that an adaptive threshold receiver
performs better than a fixed threshold receiver as expected.
• Memory: While in our proposed adaptive strategy with vari-
able release durations, the complexity of the system increases
compared to non-adaptive strategy where release durations are
fixed, we show that the required memories for the proposed
transmitter to save optimal release durations and for the receiver
to save the adaptive thresholds are finite.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a model for the transmitter’s limitations. In Section
III, a modulation scheme based on adaptive release duration is
proposed. Main results in no-ISI case and ISI case are provided
in Sections IV and V, respectively. Numerical results are
presented in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII, we conclude
this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We assume a time-slotted communication system with an
OOK transmitter and the slot duration of T . We consider a
point-to-point molecular communication system including a
transmitter, a fluid medium as the channel, and a receiver,
shown in Fig. 1. The transmitter releases a deterministic
concentration of molecules into the channel. However, the
transmitter has a limited molecule production rate β and a finite
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Fig. 1. Molecular transmitter, channel and receiver
molecule storage capacity BM . The molecule storage is linearly
recharged with a fixed rate β at the transmitter up to its storage
capacity BM . We assume that the storage is fully charged in
a duration less than slot duration (BM < βT). Therefore, it is
fully charged if a “0” is sent.
The released molecules diffuse in the channel according to
Fick’s second law of diffusion to reach the receiver, which
results in a linear time-invariant channel. We consider an
absorbing receiver which absorbs molecules hitting its surface,
with probability pk, k = 0, 1, . . ., in the current and next k
slots [14]. The reception process can be modeled as a Poisson
process at the receiver [15]. In addition, we assume a Poisson
background noise, Nch, with parameter λ as [16]. We consider
a transmitter, located at ®r = 0, releases Xi molecules at ith
time-slot as a pulse train
∑
k Xiδ(®r = 0)Π(t − kT), where
Π(t) =
{
1, 0 ≤ t ≤ tr,
0, otherwise,
and tr is the release duration. Thus, the number of received
molecules is
Yi ∼ Poisson
( ∞∑
k=0
pkXi−k + λ
)
. (1)
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. No-ISI case:
First we study a simple case of no-ISI (i.e., p0 = 1, pk =
0 for k ≥ 1). We focus on a specific transmission scheme,
where to send bit “0”, the surface outlets of the transmitter
are closed and no molecule is released. To send bit “1”, the
outlets are opened for some specific time duration and the
stored molecules are released. Then the outlets are closed and
the storage starts recharging. In fact, as soon as the outlets are
closed after the release duration, the transmitter starts storing
the produced molecules.
1) Non-adaptive communication strategy: First, consider a
simple strategy where the release duration TM is fixed. We set
TM such that the storage is filled in time duration T − TM
TM = max
BM ≥β(T−t)
t = T − BM
β
. (2)
Thus, the storage is full at the beginning of each time-slot and
BM = β(T−TM ). In other words, TM is chosen such that T−TM
is the minimum transmitter required time to refill the storage;
otherwise, we lose some molecule production time (because
some molecules cannot be stored). Assume that bit “1” is to
be transmitted at slot i. As soon as the storage fills up to its
3s0 s1 s2 s3 · · ·
1 1 1 1
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Fig. 2. Transmitter finite state machine
capacity BM , the outlets are opened for duration TM , and βTM
molecules are also produced at this time. Therefore the total
number of released molecules for bit “1” is Xi = BM + βTM =
βT . If we quantize the release duration into very short intervals,
substituting the above amount of Xi in (1) and using thinning
property of Poisson distribution result in
Yi ∼ Poisson (βT + λ) . (3)
At the receiver, we use the optimal maximum likelihood (ML)
decoding approach. From (3), the ML receiver has a fixed
threshold form. If we define M = βT , the optimum threshold
is derived as
Tth =
M
ln(1 + Mλ )
.
Since M  λ, we have Tth < M . The receiver observes Yi = y
and decides Xˆi = 1 if y ≥ Tth and Xˆi = 0 if y < Tth. Thus, the
total probability of error is
Pe =
1
2
(
Pe |0(0) + Pe |1(M)
)
, (4)
where
Pe |1(x) = 1 − Pe |0(x) =
∑
y<Tth
e−(x+λ)
(x + λ)y
y!
.
2) Adaptive communication strategy: Now, we propose an
adaptive strategy. We improve the system performance in terms
of probability of error at the receiver by making the release
duration adaptively variable. Thus, the storage may not be fully
charged at the beginning of each time-slot. The duration of a
time-slot is chosen such that transmitting a “0” fully charges
the storage. As a result, the transmitter has to know the number
of subsequent “1”s that has been transmitted prior to the current
transmission. Thus, the system is state-dependent. We say that
the system is in state sj if j subsequent “1”s are transmitted
after the last transmitted “0”. In state sj , we change the release
duration TM to TM + τj+1. We call τi ∈ R as release duration
increments for i = 1, 2, . . .. Note that it can be negative to
decrease the release duration. The release process in each slot
begins when the storage is full (at kT + τ1 + · · · + τj , in state
sj for k-th transmitted bit). The transmitter state machine is
shown in Fig. 2. The probability of state sj is
P(sj) = 12j+1 . (5)
Let ∆n = βτn, n ∈ N denote the amount of the released
molecules increment in state sn−1. Therefore, the probability
of error is
Pe =
1
2
(
Pe |0(0) +
∞∑
j=1
P(sj−1)Pe |1,sj−1(M+∆ j )
)
(a)
=
1
2
(
Pe |0(0) +
∞∑
j=1
1
2j
Pe |1(M + ∆j)
)
, (6)
where (a) follows from (5) and Pe |1,sj−1 is the error probability
of bit “1” in state sj−1.
Our goal is to design τis in order to minimize the probability
of error. Because Pe |0 does not depend on τi , we only consider
Pe |1 and solve an optimization problem. Let us define
F({∆i}∞i=1)
M
=
∞∑
j=1
1
2j
Pe |1
(
M + ∆j
)
, (7)
then our problem is
min
{∆i }∞i=1
F({∆i}∞i=1), (8)
s. t. : C1i({∆i}∞i=1) : BM −
i∑
j=1
∆j ≥ 0, ∀i, (9)
C2i({∆i}∞i=1) :
i∑
j=1
∆j ≥ 0, ∀i. (10)
(9) indicates that the total increment is upper bounded by the
total storage capacity (BM = βT) and (10) is to ensure that we
do not waste molecule production time. Due to limited storage
capacity, if in state si ,
∑i
j=1 ∆i < 0, we have
∑i
j=1 τj < 0 and
thus
T − (TM +
i∑
j=1
τj) > BM
β
.
It means that the storage is filled before the next slot and the
production process stopped for a time duration.
Now, we motivate our adaptive communication strategy by
showing that (in a simple example), increasing the release dura-
tion of non-adaptive communication strategy indeed improves
the performance. Assume that bit “1” must be transmitted in
the i-th slot. If TM is chosen as (2), the storage is full at the
beginning of (i+1)-th time-slot but no molecule is needed if the
transmitted bit at the (i+1)-th time-slot is “0”. It is possible to
use this charged storage to increase the released molecules in
the i-th time-slot (for bit “1”). From (6), it is observed that Pe |0
is fixed. However, Pe |1 is a decreasing function of the number
of released molecules, because
d
dx
Pe |1(x) = −e−(x+λ) (x + λ)
Tth
Tth!
< 0, (11)
where x is the number of released molecules. As a result, if we
increase release duration for sending “1”, then the number of
released molecules increases and probability of error decreases.
As seen in Fig. 3, at state s0, if bit “1” comes, we increase the
4𝜏1 + 𝜏2𝜏1
𝑇𝑀 + 𝜏1
0 𝑇 2𝑇 3𝑇
𝑇𝑀 + 𝜏2 𝑇𝑀 + 𝜏3
bit “0” bit “1” bit “1” bit “1”
Fig. 3. release duration increments
release duration by τ1. So for the next bit “1”, the storage is not
full at the beginning of time-slot. To compensate this reduction,
we wait for time τ1 in order to the storage be filled. Then, the
outlets are opened for release duration TM + τ2. Note that we
should have τ1+τ2 ≥ 0 not to waste molecule production time.
For state si , we wait for time τ1+ · · ·+τi in order to the storage
be filled and then open the outlets for duration TM+τi+1. Totally,
we increase the transmitted molecule number in state si by βτi
(which was βT in the non-adaptive strategy). If τis are positive
and τ1 + · · · + τi−1 ≤ T − TM for i = 1, · · · , J, the number of
released molecules increases in states si for i = 1, · · · , J and
remains fixed (i. e.,TM ) for i > J. As a result, this scheme
causes a smaller probability of error.
B. ISI case:
Similar to no-ISI case, our goal is to minimize Pe subject to
the constraints in (9) and (10).
If the channel memory is K slots (i.e., pk = 0, k > K in (1)),
and if we denote the increment of molecule number to send
“1” in state si by ∆i+1, Pe for a fixed threshold receiver can be
written as the following form.
Pe =
1
2
∞∑
j=0
P(sj)(Pe |0,sj + Pe |1,sj )
=
1
2
∞∑
j=0
1
2j+1
(
Pe |0(w0({∆i}Ki=1)) + Pe |1(w1({∆i}K+1i=1 )
)
,
where w0(·) and w1(·) are the number of received molecules
when the current bit is “0” and “1”, respectively.
w0 = λ + c0M + c1∆1 + · · · + cK∆K,
w1 = λ + d0M + d1∆1 + · · · + dK+1∆K+1. (12)
The ci and dis are weighted sum of M and pis, depending
on the current and K previous states and bits. We explain
this weights through an example. Assume that K = 4 and bit
sequence (B1, . . . , B10) = (011101101) has been transmitted.
Now, we send B11 ∈ {0, 1} and we have
w0 = (p1 + p3 + p4)M + p1∆1 + p2 × 0 + p3∆2 + p4∆1
= (p1 + p3 + p4)︸           ︷︷           ︸
c0
M + (p1 + p4)︸    ︷︷    ︸
c1
∆1 + p3︸︷︷︸
c2
∆2.
w1 = (p0 + p1 + p3 + p4)M
+ p0∆2 + p1∆1 + p2 × 0 + p3∆2 + p4∆1
= (p0 + p1 + p3 + p4)︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
d0
M + (p1 + p4)︸    ︷︷    ︸
d1
∆1 + (p0 + p3)︸    ︷︷    ︸
d2
∆2.
IV. MAIN RESULTS IN NO-ISI CASE
1) Optimal solution: It can be easily shown that the ob-
jective function F(.) in (7), is convex (see Appendix A)
and the domain of optimization problem in (8) is compact
(∆i ∈ [0, β(T−TM )] for i = 1, 2, · · · ). Thus, the global minimum
exists. We start to find the solution using the Lagrangian
method. We have the KKT conditions at the optimal point
(shown as {∆∗i }∞i=1), that the regularity condition is Linear
Independence Constraint Qualification (LICQ). As a result, for
the active conditions, we have
∇F({∆i}∞i=1) =
∞∑
i=1
µ∗1i∇C1i +
∞∑
i=1
µ∗2i∇C2i, (13)
where ∇ denotes the vector differential operator (∇ =
( dd∆1 , dd∆2 , · · · )), µ∗1i and µ∗2i are non-negative Lagrange multi-
pliers for i = 1, 2, · · · , and Cki, k = 1, 2 have been defined in
(9) and (10). The above equation results in the following three
properties for the optimal solution, stated in Lemmas 1, 2 and
3. The proofs of these lemmas are provided in Appendixes B,
C and D, respectively.
Lemma 1: The sequence of {∆∗i }∞i=1 is decreasing and non-
negative.
Lemma 2: There exists an index J such that ∆∗j = 0, for
j > J. This means that a finite number of release duration
increments are positive (i.e., non-zero).
Remark 1: The above lemma concludes that we only need
to change the release durations for a finite number of states.
Hence, the transmitter needs a limited memory for saving the
optimal values of these release duration increments. An upper
bound on the number of release duration increments is derived
in Section IV-A2.
Note that from (11), Pe |1 is a decreasing function. Now, let
M + aJ be the point where ddx Pe |1(.) reaches half of its value
at x = M and similarly M + ai for i = 1, 2, · · · , J + 1 be the
point where
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+ai
=
1
2J−i+1
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M
. (14)
These points determine the boundaries of the optimal solution
in the following lemma.
Lemma 3: The optimal ∆∗i belongs to the interval [ai+1, ai]
for i = 1, 2, · · · .
Remark 2: The above property helps us to provide upper
and lower bounds on the minimum probability of error (see
Section IV-A1).
Remark 3: Substituting the optimal ∆∗i s in (6) gives us the
minimum probability of error for a fixed threshold receiver.
A. Performance bounds
In this section, we first derive the upper and lower bounds
on the probability of error, and then we characterize an upper
bound on the number of release duration increments.
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Fig. 4. Intervals of optimal number of transmitted molecules in different states
1) Upper and lower bounds on the minimum probability of
error: We provide upper and lower bounds on the probability
of error using Lemma 3. Let J be the number of positive release
duration increments. Recall that each optimal ∆∗i ∈ [ai+1, ai].
Using this and (31), we obtain
J+1∑
j=2
aj ≤ β(T − TM ) ≤
J∑
j=1
aj .
First, we derive an upper bound. From (6), we know that Pe |0
does not depend on ∆i , and from (11) we note that Pe |1 is a
decreasing function of the number of transmitted molecules.
Based on Lemma 3, we have ∆∗i > ai+1 (see Fig. 4 for n =
3). Thus, substituting ∆i = ai+1, instead of ∆i = ∆∗i in (6)
provides an upper bound on the minimum probability of error.
We note that ∆∗i < ai . Similarly we obtain a lower bound on the
minimum probability of error by substituting ∆i = ai , instead
of ∆i = ∆∗i in (6).
2) An upper bound on the number of positive release dura-
tion increments: As the required memory at the transmitter
is proportional to the number of positive release duration
increments, we are interested in bounding it.
Theorem 1: The number of positive release duration incre-
ments is upper bounded as
N < min
m∈{1, · · · ,J }
{
m +
BM
aJ−m+1
}
. (15)
Proof: Lemma 1 shows that release duration increments are
decreasing. Remind that C1J is an active condition of (9) (see
Appendix B). Thus, from (9) and Lemma 1, we have{ ∑J
i=1 ∆
∗
i = BM,
∆∗1 > ∆
∗
2 > · · · > ∆∗J−1 > ∆∗J > 0,
which results in J < 1+ BM
∆∗
J−1
. By following a similar approach
and considering
∑J−m
i=1 ∆
∗
i from C1J , we obtain
N < m +
BM
∆∗J−m
< m +
BM
aJ−m+1
.
Note that ∆∗J−m > aJ−m+1. Further, from (14), the following
equation can be easily obtained.
ai = −TthW
(− Tth√−(Tth!)2J−i+1 ddx Pe |1(x)M
Tth
)
− λ − M, (16)
where W(·) is the Omega Function defined as W(zez) = z. 
V. MAIN RESULTS IN ISI CASE
In this section, we consider the problem in the presence of
ISI. First, we assume one-symbol ISI and find the optimal solu-
tion for release duration increments to minimize the probability
of error. Then, we consider two-symbol ISI.
A. One-symbol ISI
If the ISI is one symbol, the received molecules at the
receiver have a Poisson distribution whose parameter is a
function of the current bit and the previous bit. So if a bit
“0” is transmitted, the ISI is erased and received signal is only
a function of the current bit. As a result, if we know the current
state, we know the previous bit and we can obtain the probabil-
ity of error. From (1), we have: Yi ∼ Poisson(p0Xi+p1Xi−1+λ).
We are going to find the conditional probability of error. If we
use Pe | ji for error probability where the current bit is “i” and
the previous bit is “ j”, we have
Pe |B =
1
2
(Pe |0B + Pe |1B), for B = 0, 1.
The previous bit has two cases:
I. The previous bit is “0”: ISI is zero and we have
Pe |0B = Pe |B(Bp0(M + ∆1)), for B = 0, 1.
II. The last bit is “1”: ISI get different amounts based on
the previous state. If the previous state is sj−1, the released
molecule increment is ∆j . Since the previous bit is “1”, the
current state is sj and the current released molecule increment
is ∆j+1. Thus, the average amount of Pe |1B, B ∈ {0, 1} is
Pe |1B =
∞∑
j=1
P(sj−1)Pe |sj−1
=
∞∑
j=1
1
2j
Pe |B
(
Bp0(M + ∆j+1) + p1(M + ∆j)
)
.
Our goal is finding ∆is to minimize Pe.
min
{∆i }∞i=1
Pe =
1
2
(Pe |0 + Pe |1), (17)
s. t. : C1i({∆i}∞i=1) = BM −
i∑
j=1
∆j ≥ 0, ∀i, (18)
C2i({∆i}∞i=1) =
i∑
j=1
∆j ≥ 0, ∀i. (19)
In Appendix E, for the general case of finite memory channel
(i.e., there exists a finite number K where pi = 0, for i > K +
6TABLE I
STATES AND ISI VALUES FOR ONE-SYMBOL ISI CASE
State ISI value
s0 = 0 v1 = 0
s1 = 01 v2 = p1(M + ∆1)
s2 = 011 v3 = p1(M + ∆2)
s3 = 0111 v4 = p1(M + ∆3)
.
.
.
.
.
.
1), we show that the objective function in (17) is convex and
therefore the optimal solution exists. As a result, this function
has a minimum in the compact domain of ∆is, which is the
optimal solution.
The Lagrangian method results in a problem, which is
difficult to solve in a closed form. To simplify this problem,
we write the probability of error in (17), as a function of ISI
value in each state.
In no-ISI case, we defined the states as the number of
transmitted bits “1” after the last bit “0”. For the case of
one symbol ISI, using the same definition of states, we can
determine the value of ISI, vi for i = 1, 2, · · · , in state si−1, as
given in TABLE I. Therefore, the previous definition of states
is used in one symbol ISI case, with the probabilities of states
given in (5), i.e., P(vi) = P(si−1) = 12i . As a result, in state si−1,
we choose the number of released molecules, li , as a function
of ISI value (i.e., li = M +∆i = f (vi)), similar to [8]. Thus, the
probability of error can be written as
Pe =
1
2
EI
[
Pe |0(I) + Pe |1(p0 f (I) + I)
]
, (20)
where EI [X] = ∑∞i=1 P(si−1)(X |I = vi). Now, we minimize the
probability of error, subject to
C1i({li}∞i=1) = BM −
i∑
j=1
(lj − M) ≥ 0, ∀i, (21)
C2i({li}∞i=1) =
i∑
j=1
(lj − M) ≥ 0, ∀i. (22)
To simplify the problem, similar to [8, p. 247], we assume
that I is a random variable, which takes values v1, v2, · · · in
each state. Considering this assumption, the first term of (20)
is fixed and only the second term depends on lis. Therefore,
we can simplify the optimization problem and obtain a sub-
optimal solution by minimizing only the second term of (20)
as follows.
min
{li }∞i=0
∞∑
j=1
1
2j
∑
y<Tth
e−(p0li+vi+λ)
(p0li + vi + λ)y
y!
, (23)
subject to (21) and (22). Using Lagrangian method, at the
optimal solution, we have
∇EI [Pe |1(p0l∗i + v∗i )] =
2∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
µ∗ki∇Cki({l∗i }∞i=1), (24)
where µ∗
ki
s are Lagrangian multipliers. Due to KKT conditions,
we have µ∗
ki
Cki = 0, ∀i = 1, · · · . In Appendix G, we obtain a
TABLE II
STATES AND ISI VALUES FOR TWO-SYMBOL ISI CASE
State ISI value
s˜1 = 00 v1 = 0
s˜2 = 01 v2 = p1(M + ∆1)
s˜3 = 010 v3 = p2(M + ∆1)
s˜4 = 011 v2 = p1(M + ∆2) + p2(M + ∆1)
s˜5 = 0110 v5 = p2(M + ∆2)
s˜6 = 0111 v6 = p1(M + ∆3) + p2(M + ∆2)
.
.
.
.
.
.
s˜1 = 00 s˜2 = 01 s˜3 = 010 s˜4 = 011 s˜5 = 0110 s˜6 = 0111
s˜7 = 01110 s˜8 = 01111
· · ·
0 0
0
0 110
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
Fig. 5. Transition diagram of two-symbol ISI
local minimum for (23), which is a global minimum (because
Pe |1 is a convex function and the domain of lis in conditions
(21) and (22) is compact). Since l∗i = M + ∆
∗
i , the ∆
∗
i s are
obtained from (41) as
∆∗i =
1
p0

p1M + ∆∗1,no-ISI, i = 1
∆∗
i,no-ISI − p1∆∗i−1, 2 ≤ i ≤ J
0, i > J .
(25)
B. Two-symbol ISI
We know the storage is filled when a bit “0” comes. We
use different release duration for each bit “1” after bit “0”. For
example, if the number of transmitted “1”s after the last “0”
is i bits, the released molecule increment for the next bit “1”
is ∆i+1. We update the definition of state diagram to match
two-symbol ISI. We define the states as 0 1 · · · 1︸︷︷︸
i+1
or 0 1 · · · 1︸︷︷︸
i
0,
where i = 0, 1, · · · , as shown in Fig. 5. These states show the
sequence of previous transmitted bits (at least two bits) and
include sufficient information about the ISI values. TABLE II
shows ISI values for these states. For example, if the system
is in state s˜3 = 010 and bit “1” comes, ISI takes value of
p1(M + ∆1) and the system goes to state s˜2 = 01.
The transition matrix of Fig. 5 is Π˜ = [pii j], where
pii j =
{
1/2, (i, j) ∈ Cpi
0, otherwise,
and Cpi = {(2k − 1, 1), (2k − 1, 2), (2k, 2k + 1), (2k, 2k + 2)|∀k ∈
N}. The steady-state distribution Ps˜ = [Ps˜1, Ps˜2, · · · ] is derived
as Ps˜ = Ps˜Π˜, which results in
Ps˜ = [1/4, 1/4, 1/8, 1/8, 1/16, 1/16, · · · ]. (26)
As shown in Fig. 5, in states s˜1, s˜3, s˜5, · · · , the previous
transmitted bit is “0”; Thus, the storage is full and we choose
released molecule increment ∆1 in these states (if a bit “1”
comes in these states, the released number of molecules are
7l1 = l3 = l5 = · · · = M + ∆1). In states s˜2, s˜4, s˜6, · · · ,
the number of transmitted bits “1” after the last bit “0” are
respectively 1, 2, 3, · · · ; Thus, we choose released molecule
increments ∆2,∆3,∆4, · · · in these states, respectively (i.e.,
l2 = M + ∆2, l4 = M + ∆3, , l6 = M + ∆4, · · · ). Similar to the
case of one-symbol ISI, again we assume that I is a random
variable, which takes values v1, v2, · · · in states s˜1, s˜2, · · · and
released number of molecules in these states are a function of
ISI (i.e., li = f (vi)). Using these assumptions, we can write the
probability of error as (20) and only minimize the second term
(the first term is fixed) as:
EI [Pe |1,I ] =
∞∑
i=1
Ps˜iPe |1(p0li + vi),
=
∞∑
i=1
(
Ps˜2i−1Pe |1(p0l1 + v2i−1) + Ps˜2iPe |1(p0l2i + v2i)
)
, (27)
to obtain a sub-optimal solution. In Appendix H, we obtain
a local minimum (with optimal released numbers {l∗i }∞i=0), for
(27), subject to the same conditions as in (21) and (22). It is
also a global minimum (because Pe |1 is a convex function and
the domain of lis is compact). Since l∗i = M + ∆
∗
i , the ∆
∗
i s are
obtained from (44) as
∆∗i =
1
p0

(p1 + p22 )M + ∆∗1,no-ISI, i = 1,
p2M + ∆∗2,no-ISI − p1∆∗1, i = 2,
∆∗
i,no-ISI − p1∆∗i−1 − p2∆∗i−2, 2 < i ≤ J,
0, i > J .
(28)
C. Adaptive threshold receiver in the presence of ISI
So far, we consider a fixed threshold receiver and obtain the
optimal release durations in each state. These optimal release
durations can be used to update the threshold in each state.
Similar to the channel without ISI, we use ML receiver and
choose the best threshold in state sj−1, as:
P(y |sj−1)
P(y |s0)
1
≷
0
1,
and thus,
(
M+p0∆ j+p1∆ j−1+p2∆ j−2+λ
p1(M+∆ j−1)+p2(M+∆ j−2)+λ
)T jth 1
≷
0
ep0(M+∆ j ). Therefore,
threshold is
T jth =
p0(M + ∆j)
ln
(
1 + p0(M+∆ j )
p1(M+∆ j−1)+p2(M+∆ j−2)+λ
) . (29)
The receiver which save these adaptive thresholds in its memory
and uses T jth in state sj−1, is called adaptive threshold receiver.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulations to show the per-
formance improvement achieved by the proposed adaptive
release duration scheme. We choose a transmitter with β =
2molecule/sec, T = 25sec and TM = 4sec, which are the
molecule production rate, slot duration and non-adaptive release
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Fig. 6. Error probability versus noise parameter for no-ISI case
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Fig. 7. Error probability versus storage capacity for no-ISI case with λ =
15 molecules
duration, respectively. We assume hitting probabilities for one-
symbol ISI case as p0 = 0.9 and p1 = 0.1 and for two-symbol
ISI case as p0 = 0.85, p1 = 0.1 and p2 = 0.05. First, we
compare the performance of four different strategies in terms
of probability of error for no-ISI case.
• Strategy 1 (non-adaptive strategy): release duration is fixed
and the receiver uses a fixed threshold (probability of error is
derived in (4)).
• Strategy 2: release durations are optimal and the receiver uses
a fixed threshold (probability of error is discussed in Remark 3).
• Strategy 3: release durations are optimal and the receiver uses
these optimal release durations to obtain adaptive thresholds
numerically in one iteration such that Pe decreases (probability
of error is derived in Appendix F, (37)).
• Strategy 4: release durations and thresholds are optimized
simultaneously, i.e., in several iterations such that the proba-
bility of error converges (probability of error is discussed in
Appendix F, Remark 4).
Fig. 6 shows the probability of error versus the noise param-
eter for the mentioned strategies. Since finding optimal release
duration increments needs to solve the optimization problem
in (8), upper and lower bounds in Section IV-A1 respectively
are plotted without solving this optimization problem and only
by using the interval of optimal solution. It can be seen that
these two bounds are very close to each other. As one can see,
strategy 1, which is the simplest technique for transmission
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Fig. 8. Upper bounds on the number of positive release duration increments
versus storage capacity
and reception, can be improved by changing the release dura-
tions and/or thresholds. Though the complexity of the system
increases compared to non-adaptive strategy, we have shown
that the transmitter and receiver need only a limited memory
to save the amounts of release duration increments and adaptive
thresholds. For example, there is nine positive optimal release
duration increments that the transmitter save these numbers in
its memory. Also the number of adaptive threshold that the
receiver save in its memory is nine numbers.
Fig. 7 shows the probability of error versus the storage
capacity for the above four strategies. As one can see, in
strategy 1, the storage capacity has no effect on the system
performance while for three other methods, increasing storage
capacity improves the system performance. As shown in Fig. 7,
for strategies 3 and 4 (which we change both release durations
and thresholds), with increasing storage capacity, Pe decreases
exponentially. This figure shows that changing the release dura-
tions and thresholds (strategies 3 and 4) significantly improves
the probability of error.
In Fig. 8, we show the upper bound on the number of positive
release duration increments derived in (15) versus the storage
capacity for noise parameters λ = 3, 7, 11, 15. For a fixed BM ,
we observe that by increasing λ, the upper bound decreases.
The reason is due to the fact that in higher noise regimes (λ =
15), the number of required molecules is high, which translates
to larger release duration; Therefore, there is less time remained
to increase the release durations for adaptive strategy. Similarly
for a larger storage capacity, the stored molecules are more and
we need smaller release duration (TM ) in non-adaptive strategy.
Thus, we have more freedom to allocate the remaining time
(i.e., T − TM ) for adaptive strategy. we can use this time in
more states and thus the number of positive optimal release
duration increments increases.
For the channel with ISI, a method is proposed in [8] for
a receiver with a fixed threshold while the transmitter has
no limitation. It shows that the optimal transmission rates are
chosen such that the received signal for bit “1” has a fixed
rate for almost all values of ISI. For a transmitter with limited
molecule production rate and storage capacity, when ISI is zero
(I = 0), the received rate cannot be more than p0M . Thus, the
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Fig. 9. Error probability versus noise parameter for one-symbol ISI case
maximum fixed rate of molecules that can be received is
p0Xi + I = p0M . (30)
We simplify this method for our transmitter with limitations in
one-symbol ISI case and find a closed form for the transmission
rates (see Appendix I). Now, we compare strategies 1, 4 and
the following strategies:
• Strategy 5: The method proposed in [8]; release durations
are such that the received signal has a fixed rate and the
receiver uses a fixed threshold.
• Strategy 6 (sub-optimum strategy): release durations are
sub-optimum as in (25) and (28) for one and two-bit ISI,
respectively. The receiver uses adaptive thresholds in (29).
Fig. 9 shows the probability of error versus the noise pa-
rameter for these four strategies in a channel with one-symbol
ISI. For strategy 5, we plot the upper and lower bounds on the
probability of error (derived in (46) and (47), respectively). It
can be seen that strategy 1 is better than strategy 5. Because,
strategy 5 forces the transmission scheme to have a fixed
rate in (30) at the receiver. Thus, it forces the transmitter to
decrease release rate (i.e., Xi < M) when ISI is not zero.
It means that the transmitter uses less number of molecules
to send bit “1” and thus the probability of error increases.
Our proposed strategy in both optimum (strategy 4) and sub-
optimum cases (strategy 6) significantly outperform strategies
1 and 5, because strategy 5 is not proposed for a system with
transmitter’s limitations (limited molecule production rate and
storage capacity). Therefore, considering these limitations in
designing the modulation scheme, can significantly improve the
performance. It can be observed that the sub-optimum strategy
6 converges to the optimum strategy 4 as noise increases.
In case of two-symbol ISI, similar results can be seen in
Fig. 10, where the error probability of strategy 5 is plotted via
simulations because there is not a closed form for the number
of released molecules. We compare strategies 1 and 5 with our
optimum (strategy 4) and sub-optimum (strategy 6) strategies.
We see that our strategies improve the system performance in
terms of probability of error, compared to strategies 1 and 5.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the transmitter’s limitations are studied in
MC, in particular the limited molecule production rate and
finite storage capacity. By changing the duration in which
molecules are released, an adaptive release duration modulation
is proposed. The objective is finding the optimal transmission
release durations to minimize the probability of error. Impor-
tant properties of the optimal solution are proved and it is
shown that optimal release durations are decreasing. Using
these properties, upper and lower bounds are derived on the
minimum probability of error. It is shown that increasing the
storage capacity significantly improves the system performance
in terms of probability of error. It is also shown that an adap-
tive threshold receiver performs better than a fixed threshold
receiver. The proposed modulation scheme also performs better
than transmission method proposed in [8]. Because this method
is not proposed for a system with transmitter’s limitations.
While in our proposed strategy, the complexity of the system
is increased compared to non-adaptive strategy, we show that
the required memories for the proposed transmitter and receiver
are limited.
APPENDIX A
CONVEXITY OF PROBABILITY OF ERROR IN (7)
To prove the convexity of Pe |1, consider F(·) in (7). We
have d
2
d∆id∆ j
F(∆1,∆2, · · · ) = 0 for i , j and d2d∆i 2 F(∆i) =∑
i=1
1
2i g(∆i), where g(.) is defined as
g(x) = e−y y
Tth−1
Tth!
(y − Tth)

y=M+x+λ
.
Since M + x + λ > Tth, g(∆i) > 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , J. Thus, F(·) is
convex. Therefore, Pe |1 is also a convex function.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
We propose a solution for (8) that satisfies all conditions in
(9) and (10). Assume only C1i = 0, for i ≥ J (C2i , 0) and
µ∗1i = 0 for i > J. Thus, the conditions result in
β(T − TM ) −∑ij=1 ∆∗j > 0, for i < J,
β(T − TM ) −∑Jj=1 ∆∗j = 0,
∆∗j = 0, µ
∗
1j = 0, for j > J .
(31)
First, note that a solution subject to the conditions in (31)
satisfies the conditions in (9) and (10 ). The above assumptions
and (13) result in(
∂F
∂∆1
,
∂F
∂∆2
, . . .
)T
= µ∗1J (−1, . . . ,−1, 0, . . .)T , (32)
where µ∗1J > 0 due to KKT conditions. Since the objective
function in (8) is convex and solution of (31) satisfies the
conditions in (9) and (10), this solution is the global minimum.
From (32), we obtain
d
d∆k
Pe |1(x)

M+∆∗
k
= 2k−h
d
d∆h
Pe |1(x)

M+∆∗
h
. (33)
Since Pe |1 is a convex function, for k > h, (33) results in ∆∗k <
∆∗
h
, which means that the optimal release duration increments
are decreasing. As a result if one of them (∆∗m) is negative, then
the {∆∗i }i=m, · · · ,J are negative too. (31) results in
β(T − TM ) −
J−1∑
j=1
∆∗j = ∆
∗
J < 0,
which is in contradiction with (31). Thus, all ∆∗js are nonneg-
ative.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
According to Lemma 1, the optimal release duration incre-
ments are non-negative and decreasing and the optimal solution
satisfies (31). Assume that C1J is active. Thus
∑J
j=1 ∆
∗
j =
β(T − TM ), and ∆∗j = 0, for j > J. If the number of positive
∆∗i s (J) is unlimited, (31) forces
lim
j→∞∆
∗
j = 0, (34)
and ∆∗
j−1 > 0. From (7) and (32), we obtain
e−∆
∗
j−1
(M + ∆∗
j−1 + λ)Tth
Tth!
=
e−∆
∗
j
2
(M + ∆∗j + λ)Tth
Tth!
.
From (34) and the above equation, we have e−∆
∗
j−1 =
1
2 ( M+λM+∆∗
j−1+λ
)Tth < 12, which means that ∆∗j−1 > ln 2. Thus,
limi→∞ ∆∗j−1 , 0. This contradicts (34) and completes the proof.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Consider the smallest optimal positive released molecule
increment as ∆∗J . Remind that ∆
∗
j = 0 for j > J. We prove
that ∆∗J ∈ [0, aJ ]. We use contradiction. Suppose ∆∗J < [0, aJ ]
i.e., ∆∗J > aJ . This scheme is referred as scheme A.• Scheme A: Choose the smallest optimal positive ∆J = ∆∗J
10
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∗
Fig. 11. the intervals of optimal released molecule increments
in state sJ which ∆∗J > aJ and ∆j = 0 in state sj for j > J.
So condition C1J is active:
∑J−1
j=1 ∆
∗
j + ∆
∗
J = β(T − TM ). The
probability of error for scheme A is
PAe =
1
2
(
Pe |0 +
J∑
j=1
1
2j
Pe |1(M + ∆∗j ) +
∑
j≥J+1
1
2j
Pe |1(M)
)
.
Now, we show that there is a better scheme of transmission
which has a less probability of error.
• Scheme B: Consider real numbers b1, b2 ∈ R (will be derived
later in text). Choose ∆J = b2 in state sJ , ∆J+1 = b1 in state
sJ+1 and ∆j = 0 in state sj for j > J +1. So condition C1J+1 is
active
∑J−1
j=1 ∆
∗
j + b1 + b2 = β(T −TM ). The probability of error
for scheme B is
PBe =
1
2
Pe |0 +
J−1∑
j=1
1
2j
Pe |1(M + ∆∗j ) +
1
2J+1
Pe |1(M + b2)
+
1
2J+2
Pe |1(M + b1) +
∑
j≥J+2
1
2j+1
Pe |1(M).
It is shown in Appendix D-A that positive numbers b1 and b2
exist, which satisfy ∆∗J = b1 + b2 and the following property
(see Fig. 11).
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+b1
= 2
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+b2
. (35)
The result of subtraction is
PAe − PBe =
1
2J+1
(
Pe |1(M + ∆∗J ) − Pe |1(M + b2)
+
1
2
(Pe |1(M) − Pe |1(M + b1)
)
(a)≥ 1
2J+1
(
− (∆∗J − b2)
d
dx
Pe |1(M + b2)
+
1
2
b1
d
dx
Pe |1(M + b1)
)
,
where (a) follows from the convexity of the probability of
error (see Appendix A) and its decreasing property (see (11)).
Combining (35) and the above equation, results in PAe −PBe > 0,
which means the error probability of scheme B is less than
scheme A. It means scheme A cannot be optimal. So, ∆∗J ∈[0, aJ ] and from (32), ∆∗j ∈ [aj+1, aj] for j = 1, · · · , J − 1.
A. Proof of Existence of Points b1 and b2
Suppose that ∆∗J > aJ . Let us define
h(x) = d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+∆∗J−x
− 1
2
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+x
.
We want to show that h(x) has a root in the interval [0,∆∗J− aJ ].
Consider two points x1 = 0 and x2 = ∆∗J − aJ .
h(x1) = ddx Pe |1(x)

M+∆∗J
− 1
2
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M
.
Combining (11), (14) and the above equation results in h(x1) >
0. Similarly, we obtain h(x2) < 0. These inequalities, say that
sign of the continuous function h(x) at the sides of interval
[0,∆∗J−aJ ] changes. According to the Bolzano’s theorem, ∃ 0 <
x0 < ∆∗J − aJ : h(x0) = 0, the above equation means
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+∆∗J−x0
=
1
2
d
dx
Pe |1(x)

M+x0
.
Using the above equation, we define b1 = x0 , b2 = ∆∗J − x0.
APPENDIX E
CONVEXITY OF Pe IN THE PRESENCE OF ISI
To show that Pe is a convex function of its arguments, we
obtain the Hessian of Pe and check whether or not it is positive
semidefinite (PSD). Considering the definition of st , as the
number of “1”s after the last bit “0”, we obtain
H(Pe) =
K∑
t=1
1
2t+1
(
H(Pe |st,0) +H(Pe |st,1)
)
, (36)
where H(.) is the Hessian of the function. In the following,
we show that both H(Pe |st,0) and H(Pe |st,1) are PSD. There-
fore, H(Pe) is PSD too. To do that, we have H(Pe |B) =[
d2
d∆id∆ j
Pe |B
]
i, j=1, · · · ,K+1
, for B = 0, 1. If the number of posi-
tive ∆is equal to K , we have
d2
d∆id∆j
Pe =
K∑
t=1
1
2t
d2
d∆id∆j
Pe |st
=
K∑
t=1
1
2t
1
2
( d2
d∆id∆j
Pe |st,0 +
d2
d∆id∆j
Pe |st,1
)
,
where from (12) we have
d2
d∆id∆j
Pe |st,0 =
cicje−(c0M+
∑K
i=1 ci∆i ) (Tth − (c0M +
∑K
i=1 ci∆i)
Tth!
.
In signal w0, we have c0M + ... + cK∆K < Tth and ci, cj ≥ 0.
So we can write
d2
d∆id∆j
Pe |st,0
K
i, j=1
= cicjF+0 (w0) ≥ 0,
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where F+0 (w0) is a positive function. The Hessian matrix of
Pe |s,0 is as follows.
H(Pe |s,0) = F+0 (w0)

c12 c1c2 . . . c1cK
...
...
. . .
...
c1cK c2cK . . . cK 2

and XTH(Pe |s,0)X = F+0 (w0)
(
c1X1 + ... + cKXK
)2
≥ 0. As
a result, H(Pe |s,0) is a PSD matrix. Similarly, we can show
that H(Pe |s,1) is also PSD. From (36), H(Pe) is a sum of PSD
matrices. Thus, it is also a PSD matrix. Therefore, Pe is a
convex function of {∆i}Ki=1s.
APPENDIX F
ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD RECEIVER
In no-ISI case, we want the receiver to adjust its threshold
such that Pe decreases. To do so, we need to know the state
of the system and the number of transmitted molecules in that
state. Since Pe is low, we ignore error propagation effects. Thus,
the receiver uses its estimation instead of the system state and
faces a hypothesis testing problem in each state. Using ML
decoding rule in state sj , results in
P(y |sj,1)
P(y |sj,0)
B j=1
≷
B j=0
1. Combining
this inequality and (1), we obtain the optimal threshold as
T jth =
M + ∆∗j
ln
(
1 +
M+∆∗j
λ
) .
Note that the number of positive ∆∗i s is limited to J. So the
number of different thresholds is also limited and for states
si ,i = J + 1, · · · the threshold is fixed. As a result, the receiver
needs a limited memory to save these thresholds. From (6) error
probability of adaptive threshold receiver is
P˜e =
∑
y≥T jth
e−λ
2
λy
y!
+
∞∑
j=1
∑
y<T
j
th
e−(M+∆
∗
j+λ)
2j
(M + ∆∗j + λ)y
y!
. (37)
Remark 4: We can optimize the release duration increments
and thresholds simultaneously in each state by solving the
following optimization problem.
min
{∆i}∞i=1{T ith}∞i=1
P˜e, s. t. :
{
0 ≤ ∑ij=1 ∆j ≤ BM , ∀i,
0 < T ith < M + ∆i , ∀i,
APPENDIX G
SUB-OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR ONE-SYMBOL ISI
A local minimum of (23) can be found if C1i is active for
i = J, J + 1, · · · (J is the number mentioned in Lemma 2), and
µ∗1i = µ
∗
2i ≥ 0 for i = J + 1, · · · . Therefore, C2i is active for
i = J + 1, · · · , i.e., li = M and
vi = p1M = vJ+1, for i = J + 1, · · · . (38)
Thus, µ∗1i = 0 for i = 1, · · · , J − 1 and µ∗2i = 0 for i = 1, · · · , J.
If we define Ui = [ui(1), ui(2), · · · ]T , where
ui( j) =
{ −1, j ≤ i,
0 , j > i,
then, (24) results in ∇EI [Pe |1(p0l∗i + v∗i )] = µ∗1JUJ . Combining
(24) and the above equation results in
©­­­«
1
2
d
dl1
Pe |1(p0l1 + v1)
...
1
2J
d
dlJ
Pe |1(p0lJ + vJ )
ª®®®¬ =
µ∗1J
p0
©­­«
−1
...
−1
ª®®¬ . (40)
Form (38), we have P(I = vJ+1) = ∑∞j=J+1 P(si−1) = 12J . As a
result, ISI takes J+1 different values. Comparing (40) with (32),
we conclude that these two problem have the same solution,
which is the optimal solution of no-ISI case. If we denote the
optimal released molecule increments in no-ISI case by ∆∗
i,no-ISI,
the solution of (40) will be
p0l∗i + v
∗
i = M + ∆
∗
i,no-ISI for i = 1, · · · , J .
Recall that v1 is the ISI value in state s0 (the previous bit is
“0”). Thus, v∗1 = 0 and from the above equation, l
∗
1 =
1
p0
(M +
∆∗1,no-ISI). For i ≥ J + 1, we have li = M and for 2 ≤ i ≤ J, we
have v∗i = p1l
∗
i−1 and l
∗
i is recursively obtained as
l∗i =
1
p0
(M + ∆∗i,no-ISI − p1l∗i−1), for i = 2, · · · , J . (41)
APPENDIX H
SUB-OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR TWO-SYMBOL ISI
If we assume that v2i−1s for i = 1, 2, · · · are equal (v2i−1 = v1
for i = 1, 2, · · · ), and substitute their average value in non-
adaptive strategy instead of v1, we can simplify (27) and obtain
a sub-optimal solution (l∗i s).
v1 = E[{v2i−1}∞i=1] =
∑∞
i=1 v2i−1Ps˜2i−1∑∞
i=1 Ps˜2i−1
=
1
2 (0) + p2M( 14 + 18 + · · · )
1
2 +
1
4 + · · ·
=
p2M
2
.
Substituting the above equation and (26) in (27) results in the
following minimization problem:
min
{l1 }∞i=1
EI [Pe |1,I ] =12Pe |1(p0l1 + v2i−1)
+
∞∑
i=1
1
2i+1
Pe |1(p0l2i + v2i),
subject to (21) and (22). Using Lagrangian method, results in
∇EI [Pe |1,I ],=
2∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
µ∗ki∇Cki({l∗i }∞i=1), (42)
where µ∗
ki
s are Lagrangian multipliers. Due to KKT conditions,
we have µ∗
ki
Cki = 0, ∀i.
A local minimum of (23) is obtained if C1i is active for i ≥ J
(J is the number mentioned in Lemma 2), and µ∗1i = µ
∗
2i ≥ 0
12
for i ≥ J + 1. Therefore, C2i is active for i ≥ J + 1 (i.e., li = M
and vi = p1M, for i ≥ J + 1). So µ∗1i = 0 for i = 1, · · · , J − 1
and µ∗2i = 0 for i = 1, · · · , J. Thus, (42) results in©­­­«
1
2
d
dl1
Pe |1(p0l1 + v1)
...
1
2J
d
dlJ
Pe |1(p0lJ + vJ )
ª®®®¬ =
µ∗1J
p0
©­­«
−1
...
−1
ª®®¬ . (43)
Comparing (43) and (32), we conclude that these equations
have the same solution which is the optimal solution of no-ISI
case. Therefore, the solution of (43) will be
p0l∗i + v
∗
i = M + ∆
∗
i,no-ISI for i = 1, · · · , J .
Recall that v1 is the ISI value in state s1 (the previous bits
are “0”). Thus, v∗1 = 0 and from the above equation, l
∗
1 =
1
p0
(M + ∆∗1,no-ISI). For i ≥ 2, we have v∗i = p1l∗i−1 + p2l∗i−2 and
l∗i is recursively obtained as
l∗i =
1
p0
(M + ∆∗i,no-ISI − p1l∗i−1 − p2l∗i−2), 2 ≤ i ≤ J . (44)
APPENDIX I
CLOSED FORM RATES OF ONE-SYMBOL ISI IN [8]
In [8], if the transmitter starts with a “0” bit, X1 = 0 (state
s0) and X2 = B2M (state sB2 ). For i ≥ 3 if Bi = 0, the ISI resets
(state s0) and if Bi = 1 (state s1), we have Xi = M − p1p0 Xi−1.
We simplify Xi in state sj recursively as
Xi,sj = BiM
j∑
k=0
(− p1
p0
)k .
The conditional probability of error is Pe |1,sj = Pe |1(p0M), ∀ j ∈
N, and we have Pe |0,sj = Pe |0(p1Xi,sj ). Using the probability
of states in (5) causes
Pe |0 =
∞∑
j=0
(1
2
)j+1
(
Pe |0(p1Xi,sj )
)
.
Pe |1 is a constant function but Pe |0 is an increasing function of
its argument. Because ddx Pe |0(x) = e−(x+λ) (x+λ)
Tth
Tth! > 0. We use
this result to find upper and lower bounds on Pe |0.
I. Upper bound: if Bi = 1, we have
Xi,sj < M
(
1 − ( p1
p0
) + · · · + ( p1
p0
)2k
)
:= X˜2k, 0 < 2k < j, k ∈ N
According to the above inequality, other terms ( j > 2k) are
less than an even term. Therefore, we have
Pe =
1
2
(1
2
(Pe |00 + Pe |10) + Pe |1
)
=
1
2
(1
2
(
Pe |0(0) +
∑
j=1
1
2j
Pe |0(p1Xi,sj )
) )
+
1
2
Pe |1 (45)
<
1
4
Pe |0(0) +
2k∑
j=1
1
2j+2
Pe |0(p1Xi,sj )
+
1
22k+2
Pe |0(p1 X˜2k) + 12Pe |1 := P˜e,2k . (46)
II. Lower bound: if Bi = 1, we have
Xi,sj > M
(
1 − ( p1
p0
) + ... − ( p1
p0
)2k−1
)
:= X˜2k−1, 0 < 2k < j, k ∈ N.
According to the above inequality, other terms ( j > 2k −1) are
more than an odd term. Therefore, using (45) we have
Pe >
1
4
Pe |0(0) +
2k−1∑
j=1
1
2j+2
Pe |0(p1Xi,sj )
+
1
22k+1
Pe |0(p1 X˜2k−1) + 12Pe |1 := P˜e,2k−1. (47)
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